
Checklist

Back to Marketing



The checklist
We have put together the all the actions that can be taken 
in the top inbound channels to power up your Marketing 
efforts on your return to business

If you have not considered Digital Display Advertising, you 
should especially if you are in the service sector (Pubs, Gyms, 
Restaurants, Beauty Salons,  Hairdressers).  The use of a locally 
recognised image creates an immediate connection with the 
adset viewer, making it an effective way of  communicating a 
bespoke message around opening times and service access.  
See the Display Advertising section for more information.
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□ The website is properly indexed on Google

□ The Sitemap is correct

□ The  Robots.txt file is up to date

□ There are no errors (crawl or URL, HTTP status, broken links,
browser experiences)

□ There are no speed issues use Google PageSpeed Insights

□ Check which Keywords trigger the most leads, sales and
impressions for your website

□ Visit Google Trends to discover the latest insights, this will allow
you to see how searches for your products, services and industry
have changed and if they are coming back to normal as well as
being able to see how these trends apply geographically for better
planning

□ Virus checks are all up to date

Website & SEO
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https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=UK 


□ For many industries ecommerce and online has become the
answer for business continuity and for those that don’t have an
online store,  now is the time to get your eCommerce workflow and
offering online.  Shopify for many is a good starting place, popular
alternatives are EKM and if you’re an agency looking for a solution
look at Aero Commerce to go-live quickly

□ Check your Heatmaps and better understand consumer behaviour
changes and whether users do get stuck to improve the UX. Don’t
forget to look at how you are going to ship orders, don’t assume
the postal service is the best option.  In the UK Parcel2go is a great
place for getting deliveries arranged and often cheaper than Royal
Mail. Could your delivery costs be one of your drop off reasons?

□ Set up Google organic feed as Google shopping is going to be
free in Europe and already free in the USA so this is a massive
opportunity to get free visitors and buyers to your site

□ Look at how you can get feedback or direct contact on your website
(again free or cost-effective tools exist such as Appzi or Olark) Aim
to ease all non-contact selling approaches such as calls, app-based
ordering, digital catalogues, eCommerce, LiveChat etc.

Sales & Conversions
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https://www.shopify.co.uk/free-trial?&term=shopify&Network=Search&SiteTarget=&mt=e&adid=328328049569&adpos=&CampaignId=1681994799&branded_enterprise=1&BOID=brand&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI0cuA-Zq76gIVSYBQBh0brwsbEAAYASAAEgKmB_D_BwE
http://ekm.com
http://aerocommerce.com
https://www.parcel2go.com/
https://www.google.com/shopping?hl=en
https://www.appzi.com
https://www.olark.com/
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□ Update Google My Business and ensure website opening hours /
online availability and coronavirus response information is clearly
available - if you don’t have one claim one today

□ Review previous seasonal peaks and create content with the
necessary tweaks for the current time

□ Brainstorm Headlines and Title ideas for future promo content and
existing ones

□ Review product content - now is a good time to ask providers to
improve their details

□ Research Voice search friendly keywords (Longtailwords)

Content

https://www.google.com/intl/en_uk/business/
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□ Check your Ads keywords relevance in terms of how users may be
searching now, it’s more important than ever if you’re spending on
PPC to ensure you improve your Quality Score to keep costs down
to the minimum

□ Ensure your Ad descriptions are enticing as possible to increase
CTR - make sure they resonate - at home dumbbells/ hot tubs
versus staycations / holidays

□ If budget is limited, look at utilising Digital Display Advertising
instead, pause all brand awareness campaigns and focus
expenditure purely on direct response advertising such as
purchases, demos and sign ups

□ Retargeting or Remarketing is the best place to focus your efforts,
it’s already an aware and engaged audience for you to entice with
your messaging they may abandon products, frequently purchase,
log-in often, engage with email and social campaigns,

□ Factor into your campaigns the geographical insights you’ve
gleamed

□ Look at what your competitors are doing, you may be able to
replicate some of their successes or gain an advantage if this is an
area they’ve had to pull back from

□ Currently many have tailored their approach to ‘At home ‘ but be
mindful to plan for future paid activities where possible. As things
ease and once this crisis is over we will see changes in consumer
behaviour which we must understand how best to address.
Optimising keywords as consumers behaviour and searches
change will be crucial for gaining an advantage in the market.

PPC



□ Provide updates to your followers on opening hours, or any
new precautions. Show examples of new one-way systems
in-store and set any new expectations

□ Tell your followers what’s happening with your offering, is it
still fully intact, are there certain shortages?

□ Be wary of the Facebook boycott - morally a fantastic
initiative to provide a more qualitative platform, however,
commercially you could take advantage if your competitors
are taking the moral high ground

□ Make use of social groups - these are groups segmented on
their interest already and with monitoring will provide good
insights into the current paint points or challenges to better
understand the shift in consumer behaviour

Social media
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 □ Not emailed in a while? Verify your data before sending or 
check if your Mail provider is able to offer any contingency 
as there have been a lot of moved jobs, redundancies and 
furlough increasing bounce rates

 □ Communicate the precautions you have taken and 
subsequently any changes to ensure safety

 □ Look at enabling back in stock alerts 

 □ Consider a simple survey to your customers (free tools such 
as surveymoney.com exist) such as asking them if they 
expect to use your company in the next few days, weeks, 
months.

 □ Retarget your customers based on a topic around the last 
product, service or content they were engaging in

Email
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 □ Check an update your current campaigns relevance in terms of 
how users may be searching now

 □ Ensure your Ads are up to date and are enticing as possible to 
increase CTR (defined to current times)

 □ Connect your product /service inventory with In-feed Ads to 
automatically update to reflect your available stock

 □ Retargeting or Remarketing is the best place to focus your money, 
efforts and especially with visuals. Entice your audience with 
a reason to come back, update on opening, reminder/offer on 
abandoned products, special promotion for frequent buyers, 
engage with email and social campaigns, product of interest.

 □ Consider using PPC targeting methods in your Digital Display 
Campaigns 

 □ Use your proven keyword targeting to drive your display 
advertising with the addition of contextual campaigns

 □ Factor into your campaigns the geographical insights you’ve 
gleamed and use Geo-fencing or Geolocation technology to 
advertise exclusively to those areas (if you’re limited to selling 
in certain areas this is vastly popular in boosting ROI with your 
immediate customer base)

 □ Again, Look at what your competitors are doing, you may be able 
to replicate some of their successes or gain an advantage if this is 
an area they’ve had to pull back from

 □ Look to measurement creatives – the times, locations, devices 
and moments when a message will resonate best and implement 
Dynamic creative to better  resonate and drive conversions

Display advertising
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There is so much to say and share with your audience right now, regardless of the 
channel you use we should all be thinking about communicating about.

Fluid Ads have packages from as low as £50 per month, 
providing a highly cost-effective and powerful end-to-end 
digital advertising platform that can be used as an alternative 
and / or addition to a company’s PPC spend. Powering up your 
advertising ROI by delivering messaging and inventory through 
automation on a vast scale with beautiful visuals to a targeted 
audience.   Book a demo here or create your account today and 
sign up .

There is so much to say and share with your audience right 
now, regardless of the channel you use we should all be 
thinking about communicating about:

• When business is open or opening

• What delivery or opening times are now (if they’ve changed 
at all)

• What process customers need to follow when visiting (i.e 
no more that 6 customers in-store, wait outside following 
the one way system and wait to be invited in, or only pre-
booked visits allowed - pre-book now)

• The precautions being taken to mitigate risk for employees 
and customers in line with government advice whilst 
continuing to provide updates as they change - this will sow 
confidence and trust with an audience

• Be thankful to employees and consumers as you have 
adapted during these times

• Keep customers up to date with what is going on in the 
wider industry

https://fluidads.com/
https://fluidads.com/book-a-demo/
http://app.fluidads.com


enquiries@fluidads.com

+44 (0) 207 493 9900

Talk to us about 
your digital 
advertising
The award winning Fluid Ads 
solutions offer rich functionality, 
providing a range of ways to 
improve digital advertising and 
marketing team productivity.

Contact us today to learn how Fluid Ads can 

revolutionise the performance of your digital 

display ads.

Visit our website www.fluidads.com
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